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Episode #10. To blaze a trail / To be a trailblazer
Jessica:

Chris, I have a question for you. Would you say that people should take iconic works literally
or do you think they are open to interpretation?

Chris:

Hmm… I know this is a trick question. Are you talking about the Bible?

Jessica:

No.

Chris:

The Constitution of the United States?

Jessica:

Actually, the national anthem!

Chris:

Oh! But... what is there to interpret? The anthem is the anthem, isn’t it?

Jessica:

I’m talking about musical interpretation! I bet you’re not surprised when you hear the
anthem performed in a unique, modern style by a famous singer. This has not always been
the case, though. Someone had to blaze a trail.

Chris:

Care to explain?

Jessica:

Well, before the 1960s, the anthem was generally performed by popular musicians of stage
and screen, or talented members of the military, and always, always in a very traditional
way. But then, in 1968, a Puerto Rican pop star named José Feliciano was asked to sing
The Star Spangled Banner before one of the games of the World Series of baseball.

Chris:

Yeah, the St. Louis Cardinals played the Detroit Tigers! The Tigers won! It was a historic
event!

Jessica:

It was also historic because of José Feliciano’s trailblazing performance. Picture it: a young
guy wearing sunglasses, sitting on a stool, playing his acoustic guitar and singing a Latin jazzinfused version of the national anthem!

Chris:

People must have been puzzled.

Jessica:

Puzzled? Definitely! Some liked it, but many were outraged! Feliciano was even booed by
some of the fans. Phones lit up with angry calls from around the country. People were taking
off their shoes and throwing them at their television screens!

Chris:

Wow! Though I can understand why some felt it was disrespectful. It was 1968! The country
was torn apart over America’s involvement in Vietnam. I bet some people perceived
Feliciano's anthem as a protest.

Jessica:

But it wasn’t. Feliciano insisted it was the exact opposite. He said: "I did it to show my
appreciation to America for what they had done for me. I love this country."

Chris:

I see… He wasn’t protesting or being disrespectful.

Jessica:

Not at all. He was just the first to try it, and that’s what threw people off.

Chris:

He really did blaze a trail!

Jessica:

Feliciano's improvisation on the anthem opened the door for lots of other people to play their
own interpretation of the anthem.

Chris:

Yeah! Like Jimi Hendrix with his solo guitar performance of the national anthem at
Woodstock in 1969.

Jessica:

Another trailblazing performance.

Chris:

There are so many great examples, with each artist bringing a new style. Marvin Gaye at the
NBA All Star Game in 1983, Garth Brooks, Billy Joel...
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Jessica:

Beyoncé. Lady Gaga. And, of course, Whitney Houston's iconic performance in 1991, at the
height of the first Gulf War, complete with a flyover of four F-16 fighter jets.

Chris:

Nowadays we don’t see anything controversial about an original interpretation of our
national anthem. In fact, we’ve come to expect them!

Jessica:

So, back to the question I asked you earlier – should we take iconic works literally or are we
free to interpret them?

Chris:

I don’t know about all iconic works, that’s too philosophical for me. But I will say this about
the anthem: If you’re a singer, go ahead and be bold, blaze a trail, but please, stay on key.
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